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READING WORKSHOP

BE A SUPERSTAR READER: An Overview of the Grade 5 Units:

 
Fifth grade is a time for children to hone their intellectual independence. In the

first unit, Interpretation Book Clubs: Analyzing Themes, students draw on a

repertoire of ways for reading closely, noticing how story elements interact,

understanding how different authors develop the same theme, and comparing and

contrasting texts that develop a similar theme. In the second unit, Tackling

Complexity: Moving Up Levels of Nonfiction, children investigate the ways

nonfiction texts are becoming more complex, and they learn strategies to tackle

these new challenges. This unit emphasizes the strong foundational skills, such as

fluency, orienting to texts, and word solving, that are required to read complex

nonfiction. In the third unit, Argument and Advocacy: Researching Debatable

Issues, students read complex nonfiction texts to conduct research on a debatable

topic, consider perspective and craft, evaluate arguments, and formulate their own

evidence-based, ethical positions on issues. In the final unit for fifth grade,

Fantasy Book Clubs: The Magic of Themes and Symbols, students work in clubs to

become deeply immersed in the fantasy genre and further develop higher-level

thinking skills to study how authors develop characters and themes over time. They

think metaphorically as well as analytically, explore the quests and themes within

and across their novels, and consider the implications of conflicts, themes, and

lessons learned. **Excerpt taken from the Heinemann Units of Study overview

Some ways you can help your child with this unit at home include:

● Ask your child to share their "Student Notes" folder  on  Google Drive with you

where you will find charts and articles that you can use together during

homework.

● Help your child remember that there are often multiple ideas in one text by

guiding them to figure out several important main ideas in a text.

● Talk to your child about "life lessons' or themes that come up in their texts.

● Encourage your child to be an "active reader" who stops and thinks, jots and

talks about the text.

● Work with your child on ways he/she can figure out the meaning of "tricky

vocabulary" by using context clues. (ask your child to share their "Figuring Out

Unknown Words" mini-chart.



WRITING WORKSHOP

BE A SUPERSTAR WRITER!

About the Grade 5 Units:

 
By the time children enter fifth grade, they will have been introduced to most

if not all of the new skills expected of fifth-graders. The sequence of fifth

grade units consolidates those skills and introduces the learning objectives

called for in the sixth-grade standards: how to conduct research using

primary sources, how to write narratives that are reflective and theme-based,

and how to write argument essays that use counter arguments to clarify a

position. Unit 1, Narrative Craft, helps students deliberately use their

knowledge of narrative craft to make their stories more thematic. In Unit 2,

The Lens of History: Research Reports, students draw inspiration and

understanding from mentor texts, historical accounts, primary source

documents, maps, and timelines to write focused research reports that engage

and teach readers. Building on these new skills, Unit 3, Shaping Texts: From

Essay and Narrative to Memoir helps students grasp that form follows

content, learning to take insights about their lives and decide whether these

are best expressed in narratives, in essays, or in a hybrid genre created

especially to convey the writer’s content. In the concluding unit of this series,

The Research-Based Argument Essay, fifth-graders learn to build powerful

arguments that convincingly balance evidence and analysis to persuade readers

to action. **Excerpt taken from the Heinemann Units of Study overview

 
Ways to Help Your Child at Home:

● Read a variety of genres in the form of books, short texts and articles.

● Discuss the memorable moments in your child's life and how those moments

have shaped their opinions.

● Read mentor texts such as "Eleven" and "When I Was Your Age" together.

● Review conventions and grammar.

● Ask your child to show you parts of the text that relate to his/her life or

that are meaningful.

● Discuss synonyms for words that seem to be overused to lift the level and

quality of writing



Overview of Math in Focus Grade 5 
The Math in Focus program consists of Student Books and Workbooks that are

designed to work together. During the school day, your child will learn

concepts presented in an engaging format and practice those concepts to

develop a deep understanding. Your child will also work from the Student Book

with other children to solve problems, participate in activities or games, and

discuss their findings in class.

This year, your fifth grader will focus on: 
• building problem-solving skills and strategies

• multiplying and dividing with 2-digit numbers, fractions, mixed numbers, and

decimals

• solving equations and evaluating inequalities

• finding the area of a triangle, and surface area and volume of

three-dimensional shapes

• using ratios and percents, and finding the probability of an event

• applying properties of angles, triangles, and four-sided figures

Ways You Can Make Math Meaningful At Home

● Use your child's  "Student Notes Folder" on Google Drive for "Anchor Charts,"

Example Problems, and Video Links that will help them review these topics while

completing homework and before tests!

● Continue to review and practice memorizing single digit multiplication facts. If

he/she needs extra practice, access IXL for skill and drill work.

● Problem solving is a major part of the 5th grade curriculum and although it is

practiced and discussed daily in school, please take some time at home to

review any word problems on the homework with your child.  We encourage all

students to represent their work with a bar model whenever possible and to

explain how they reached their solution.

● There are many great sites available for you and your child to practice bar

modeling.  They are available on the iPad by using various Thinking Blocks Apps

or by visiting the link below:

http://www.mathplayground.com/ThinkingBlocks/modeling_tool.html 



THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Unit 1: Complex Societies

This unit of study provides students with an opportunity to evaluate a series

of innovations by three complex civilizations— Maya, Aztec, and Inca. In

examining the compelling question “What makes a complex society complex?”

students explore how complex societies and civilizations adapt to and modify

their environment to meet the needs of their people. Students use the social

studies practices of Comparison and Contextualization as they work with

sources related to the ancient writing developed by the Maya, specialized

agricultural methods developed by the Aztecs, and

transportation/communication networks developed by the Inca. The goal of this

unit is to provide enough background about these innovations and technological

advancements to support students as they develop arguments about what

makes societies complex.

- Engage NY

Ways You Can Engage Your Child At Home:

● Read the newspaper together and discuss world events.

● Share travel experiences

● Examine photos of places around the world.

● Watch the World News and discuss timely events.

● Spend time selecting articles for our school-wide journals

“Keeping Up With the Times.”


